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Disclaimer

No legal advice



Learning Objectives

• Risk assessment and analysis

• Sample indemnity clauses

• Protect your organization while striking a balance 

• Recent relevant case examples 

• Areas for discussion with your legal counsel 



Question

Have you issued an RFX and:

• no responses submitted?

• all responses too expensive?

• only respondents are under-qualified?

Your standard indemnity clauses could be to blame!



Key Question:

How can contract indemnities 
work for owners, and against 
owners?

Assume Contract A applies, so bidders are ‘at risk’



The Risk Management Process

•

Risk Management Process Model, adapted from AS/NZS 4360:2004



Rudimentary Risk Assessment

Imagine you have a procurement request on your 
desk for construction of a new parkade.

1. Identify the main contract risks:

• faulty workmanship

• contractor goes bankrupt

• cost overruns due to inadequate design



Refined Risk Assessment

2. ‘Score’ each risk by likelihood, (1 - 5, 5 is high)

3. Score each by impact

4. Multiply likelihood by impact, to prioritize risks

5. Decide if there are risks you can leave untreated



Refined Risk Assessment

6. For those you must treat, assess which party has 
most control over the risk, then (re)draft clause to 
express intentions

Insurance Bonding Other Security
Financial

Pre-Qualification
Indemnification

Clause



Owners Perspective re: Indemnities

• a risk-allocation clause

• used to transfer some or all risk – often ‘unlimited’

• beyond claims such as negligence, breach of 
contract



Bidders Perspective re: Indemnities

• used to assuming ‘risks at law’ (negligence, breach of 
contract)

• unfair to allocate to them risks beyond their control 

• factor in a ‘risk premium’

• may deter the best from bidding 

• sets up adversarial relationship



Risks ‘at Law’:  Negligence

FOUR PART TEST

• Duty to care owed1

• Error/omission – fell short of 
standard2

• Reasonable reliance on info/act3

• Losses suffered4

Look 
primarily to 

previous 
cases to find 

close 
precedent.



Risks ‘at Law’:  Breach of Contract

MUST PROVE

• Contract created between the parties1

• Defendant owed obligation to Plaintiff 
under contract 2

• Defendant fell short on that obligation3

• Plaintiff suffered damages as a result4



Indemnified Risks

• Negligence and breach of contract: fault-based’
standards of liability – imputes ‘blameworthy’.

• Indemnities often aim to lower the standard from 
fault-based to causation-based (or less eg. change of 
government)

• Strict liability may apply – it happens, you are liable

• Behold the beast... 



Sample Indemnity

• “The Supplier hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the 
Indemnified Parties from and against any and all liability, loss, 
costs, damages and expenses (including legal, expert and 
consultant fees), causes of action, actions, claims, demands, 
lawsuits or other proceedings, (collectively, “Claims”), by 
whomever made, sustained, incurred, brought or prosecuted, 
including for third party bodily injury (including death), personal 
injury and property damage, in any way [arising from] or 
attributable to anything done or omitted to be done by the 
Supplier, its Sub-contractors or their respective directors, officers, 
agents, employees, partners, affiliates, volunteers or independent 
contractors in the course of performance of the Supplier’s 
obligations under, or otherwise in connection with, the Contract.”



Anatomy of Indemnity

• “The Supplier hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the 
Indemnified Parties from and against any and all liability, loss, 
costs, damages and expenses (including legal, expert and 
consultant fees), causes of action, actions, claims, demands, 
lawsuits or other proceedings, (collectively, “Claims”), by 
whomever made, sustained, incurred, brought or prosecuted, 
including for third party bodily injury (including death), personal 
injury and property damage, in any way [arising from] or 
attributable to anything done or omitted to be done by the 
Supplier, its Sub-contractors or their respective directors, officers, 
agents, employees, partners, affiliates, volunteers or independent 
contractors in the course of performance of the Supplier’s 
obligations under, or otherwise in connection with, the Contract.”



Anatomy of Indemnity, Continued

• Who benefits?

• “The Supplier hereby agrees to indemnify… 
the Indemnified Parties from and against…”

• “ ‘Indemnified Parties’ means:  Her Majesty 
the Queen in right of [the Province], her 
Ministers, directors, officers, agents, 
appointees, and employees”

• Boils down to:  the provincial                       
government, and related humans



Anatomy of Indemnity, Continued

• Who are the potential villains?

• “…the Supplier, its Sub-contractors or their 
respective directors, officers, agents,  
employees, partners, affiliates, volunteers or 
independent contractors”

• Boils down to:  the supplier,  and                             
related entities 



Anatomy of Indemnity, Continued

• What claims/losses are covered?
• “all liability, loss, costs, damages and expenses (including legal, expert and 

consultant fees), causes of action, actions, claims, demands, lawsuits or other 
proceedings, (collectively, “Claims”), by whomever made, sustained, incurred, 
brought or prosecuted, including [examples], in any way [arising from] or 
attributable to…”  the triggering event(s).

• Boils down to:  any claim, any harm, any ‘hit’…

• Anyone wish to boil down entire clause to 10 words 
or less?!  Go!



Ten Words or Less

“You are responsible for the results of any acts or 
omissions by you.”

• “You”  is broadly defined.

• “Indemnified Party” is broadly defined

• “Results” is broadly defined                                     
(claim, harm, loss of any kind)



Particularly troublesome for suppliers

• “…in any way arising from anything done…in the 
course of performance…or otherwise in connection 
with the contract.”

• Strict liability applies.

• Would you sign such a clause?  If so, at what price?



More reasonable perhaps…

• From:  “….Claims arising from or attributable to 
anything done or omitted to be done by the 
Supplier…”

• To:  “Claims […] to the extent caused by anything 
negligently done or omitted to be done by the 
Supplier..”

(Causation based rather than strict liability.)



Caveat

You will NOT be drafting these clauses on your own.



Considerations Include

• Approach:  Target specific risks, or ‘kitchen sink’?

• Context:  Consider value of the deal, what could go 
wrong, who might sue for what, degree of control 
exercised by each party?

• Cap on liability or unlimited?



Upside to Owner: 
TransCanada Pipeline (2003, ONCA) 

Owner alleges 
Contractor drew too 

much water for power 
plant from 

underground aquifer, 
causing Owner’s 

property damage.



Upside to Owner:
TransCanada Pipeline (2003, ONCA), Cont’d

Q:  Does this indemnity apply only to third party claims 
against Owner, or losses suffered by Owner itself (i.e. 
first-party loss)?

• “[Contractor] shall indemnify and save harmless [Owner] 
from and against all liability, actions, claims, losses, costs and 
damages which may be brought against or suffered by 
[Owner] which [Owner] may incur, sustain or pay arising out 
of or in connection with…construction, operation and 
maintenance of the [power] Facility…except to the extent 
that such losses or damages, result from the negligence or 
willful misconduct of [Owner]…” 



Upside to Owner:
TransCanada Pipeline (2003, ONCA), Cont’d

• Indemnity applicable to third-party and first-party 
losses:  

• “Losses, costs and damages…suffered by [Owner]” 
seen as key words.



Downside to Owner of Broad Indemnity

May repel 
good 

bidders

Less 
competition, 
potentially 

lower quality, 
possibly 

higher price

Courts may 
find it 

ambiguous / 
unenforceable 

if too broad



Other Ways to Mitigate Risk

• Pre-qualify

• Weighted or mandatory criteria

• Clear standards of performance (SMART)

• Performance security (bond, LoC)

• Limitations/exclusions of liability (cap)

• Prescribed insurance program (certificate)



Beware of Negotiations Re:  
Indemnification

• Risk of “bid disrepair”

• Difficult to ensure equal treatment

• May be exposing your org to unnecessary risk

• Highly technical analysis – involve SMEs!



Rough Justice:  Greater Vancouver Water District 
v North American Pipe & Steel (2012, BCCA)



Rough Justice: 
GVWD case (2012, BCCA), Cont’d

TWO KEY CLAUSES

• Contractor warrants that “the Goods 
... will conform to all applicable 
Specifications”

• Contractor “warrants and 
guarantees that the Goods are free 
from all defects arising                                         
at any time from faulty design                                                
in any part of the Goods”



Rough Justice: 
GVWD case (2012, BCCA), Cont’d

ROCK-AND-HARD PLACE

• Refuse to follow (faulty) spec, and fall 
in breach for failing to follow spec?  

• Or follow (faulty) spec, and fall in 
breach for failing to supply goods 
‘free from all defects’?



Rough Justice: 
GVWD case (2012, BCCA), Cont’d

LOWER COURT FOUND  

• Pipe was made to spec (set by owner)

• Defects in coating were due to that spec

• Clauses can be reconciled if guarantee only 
applies to defects in design by Contractor 

• Owner owes $4M payment for pipe.



Rough Justice: 
GVWD case (2012, BCCA), Cont’d

BCCA:  

• Clauses not inconsistent: “The 
warranty and guarantee provisions 
reflect a distribution of risk.”

• No exceptions to ‘free from all 
defects’ guarantee. So “it does not 
matter whose design gave rise to the 
defects”.  

• Contractors agreed to carry the risk, 
liable for damages(!)



Drafting Tips from the Bench

“Clauses such as [this guarantee] 
distribute risk. Sometime[s] they appear 
to do so unfairly, but that is a matter for 

the marketplace, not for the courts…

Parties to construction or supply 
contracts may find it in their best 

interests to address more practically the 
assumption of design risk [or face] the 

potential for protracted and costly 
litigation.”



Striking a Balance

• May depend on the context, on the project
(remember:  project-specific risk 
assessments)

• Tailor ‘trigger’ under indemnity to: 

• take aim at specific, insurable risks

• tie degree of responsibility to degree of control

• Starting point:  Owner accepts responsibility “to 
the extent [harm] caused by its own negligence”



Striking a Balance: 
From PWGSC SACC Manual

• Contractor liable, with no cap, for many 
specific risks (e.g.’s 1st-party injury/death, 
property damage caused by contractor; 3d-
party claims to degree liable at law)

• Contractor’s liability for ‘residual risk’ 
capped at specified $ amount

Section 5 – “Standard Procurement Clauses”, 
Subsection 5.N – Limitation of Liability (IM/IT)



Alternative Strategy - NRFP

On the other hand,

imposing your terms on Contractor is one 

huge benefit of going binding RFx!



Concluding thoughts

• Indemnities often aim to lower 
the standard of liability from fault-
based (e.g. negligence) to 
causation-based (or less).  A strict 
liability standard may apply.

• Risk assessments before risk 
allocations.  Assign responsibility 
to Contractor to the extent it can 
control or compensate.



Concluding thoughts, Continued

• Indemnities can have a dark side

• Indemnities should form just 
one part of a comprehensive 
risk-allocation and risk-
mitigation strategy (e.g. 
insurance, performance 
security).

• Consult with SMEs when 
drafting/adjusting indemnities



Concluding Thoughts, Continued

GENERALLY SPEAKING

• Avoid risk over-allocations, or 
multiple allocations of similar 
risks 

• Allocate risk to party best able 
to control it

• Remember, you pay for every 
risk you transfer

• Consider other strategies 
discussed



Questions | Comments?



Handout and Evaluation



Thank you!

Maureen Sullivan, NECI
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